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VINK Headlock for Cows
With the VINK Headlock for Cows the cow's head can be lifted and locked. Difficult treatments such
as administering medicine or putting in ear-tags, can be done by one person.
The Headlock is constructed of steel tubes and a formed plate and is used with a self-locking feeding
barrier. The more often a cow is treated the more difficult the cow becomes, but with this apparatus
the treatment is easily performed. For the administration of medicine one has both hands free and
there is no danger for man or animal.
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:
The apparatus is only to be used by professionals and only with milking cows.
The apparatus is developed for the treatment of milkcows and should only be used for these animals.
ASSEMBLY:
Fasten With Screw (6) the support (4) into the frame (3) as is shown in the picture, first the normal
then the lock screw. Make sure to fasten the first screw in such a way that the support can still hinge
in the frame. Fasten the chain with screw (5) on the frame. Put the end caps(2) on the tube end.
THE USE OF THE HEADLOCK FOR COWS:
Fasten the cow in the self-locking feeding barrier. Place the U-shaped frame from
below upwards under the throat of the animal. lf the animal does not cooperate, do not use force but
calmly keep on trying. Hang the apparatus with the two hooks(1) on the upper tube of the feeding
barrier. Lift the cow's head in the required position and fasten the support with the chain(7).

1. Hooks.
2. End cap 27 mm
3. Frame.
4. Support
5. Fastening of chain
6. Fastening of support to frame
7. Chain
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